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Abstract: In previous work with different compression techniques are shows results with 
less efficiency. Compression starts based on some ordinary encryption techniques 
implementation. Compression stage shows many problems with storage. These 
problems we are consider as good challenges in this paper implementation. Now we 
compress using semantic compression based techniques.   No such pixels without loss it 
can completely compressed here in implementation process. We introduces on good 
hard nee compressor. Compressor compresses the data like progressive resolution and 
compression (PSC). PSC shows the results with quality and maintains the data storage 
is very less. PSC compress based image transmission shows from client to server 
representation. We find out target results in destination. We compare previous 
compression techniques to present compression techniques. Present compression 
techniques show good scalable and efficient results. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

e discuss about different digital technologies in 
compression techniques. Hard nee compressor is 
power compression as a meaningful image. It 

cans implements in different number of applications with 
powerful results identification.  Destination side shows the 
results like good reflection image representation process. 
Different kind’s good sensor devices are not provides good 
results. Now we start the compression with web services in 
compression stage environment process. It can focus 
stress on data storage environment process. 

Stress on data storage identification using hard nee 
compressor as a new technique for compressing the data 
for transmission and data storage. Web services are 
creating the content process, objects identification and 
publish the content of information. These compression 
types different operations works on different protocols in 
physical layer. Physical layer provides good accessing of  

 

 

the content for compression purpose.  
In different number of sections discuss about related 

work about the compression techniques. After related work 
next we discuss about different stages in implementation. 
Next final specification of results like transmission 
environment with client and servers exchanges of data 
resources.  
 

II. RELATED WORK: 
 
Here we are discussing about different compression 
techniques based less data storage methodologies and 
different formats of compression ratio discussion. 

Now first introduce one good compression international 
standard technique [1]. Any image selects for compression 
with JPEG and it can provide high quality image like loss 
less image. Original image compress data storage 500KB. 
Suppose in large image half part of the image compresses 
and occupies the data storage is 40KB and full image 
compressed data storage image occupies like only 11kb 
process. In this compressed environment
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some of the pixels show results as a redundancy results. 
Prediction of pixels time representation shows the results 
as a errors in output image. It can take more transmission 
time specification process. We are finding out some other 
problems in spatial allocation and transmission allocation 
process [2]. Receiver side fined out noisy ratio 
specification like approximate representation 35%.  

Another Compression format JPEG 2000 for encoding 
the image data [6]. Image encoding data store in 
transmission data storage. It can save the memory at most 
60% space. Storage image contains the occupied space 
that is called as factor of 2.9. Under compression format it 
cannot store any kind of colors representation process.   

Next compression technique generation possible with 
Fourier Wavelet transform. It is works based on frequency 
based environment procedure. Frequency allocation 
sometimes is less according to that to gets the noisy in 
compression environment. But it can store compressed 
image as memory content contains high. Using extra 
frequency allocation removes the noisy environment in 
image specification process.  

Another compression technique represents as a 
SPIHT (Set partitioning hierarchical trees) compression 
technique storage allocation as a memory. It can start the 
encryption process region by region specification process. 
Every region stores the encryption data in storage channel. 
It can occupy the more amount of space. It can contain 
more amounts of PSNR and BER. It can [8] encode the 
data very poorly in implementation part 

GIF represents as a animation based images 
compression environment we are create in implementation. 
It is limited to less number of colors encryption only. It is 
good storing details of colors representation process under 
compression. It can show the quality as a poor locations 
environment process. Under compression contains less 
PSNR. 

Next and final compression algorithm is called as RLC 
(Run Length Encoding procedure). Whatever provide the 
input data of image after compression also it can contains 
same image data. It can maintain original image data 
storage procedure process. It is very less scalable under 
encryption of data.  

 These are existing compression are not provides 
sufficient compression results. Now we are introduces the 
one new compression technique in image transmission 
under network channels. 
 

III. NEW IMPLEMENTATION IDEA:  
 
Any image compression purpose introduces one new 
compression technique that is called as resolution 

progressive compression (RPC). In Compression stage 
starting time how much energy levels are maintain, till end 
of the encryption also maintain the same energy levels. 
These types of energy utilization are called virtual energy. 
Till compress the total image produces constant energy 
levels. RPC combines to compress the image using 
slepian wolf coding and some kind of encryption 
techniques also. It is high quality encryption and 
compression technique. 

 Virtual energy based Gaussian surface provides good 
smoothness results. After compression of all techniques 
implementation finds out statistical performance. It is the 
local statistics based compression environment. According 
Previous statistics for increasing the statistical 
performance implement the markov and stochastic process 
chain. It can provide to shows the results are less PSNR 
and BER value. It can occupy the compression data 
storage compare to all compression techniques to it is less. 
Using Local statistics implementation provides the 
compress data as a maximized data. Local statistics works 
based on expectation and maximization algorithm. It can 
follow the data storage as a less amount memory. It can 
takes less amount of transmission time. It can deliver the 
data in destination as a quality data specification. 
 

IV. ANALYSIS:    
  
Compression contains different stages.  Stage1: First 
select image and find out noisy or redundant bits in 
different number locations using spatial domain. Remove 
noisy bits or redundant bits from the image. Stage2: Next 
to perform the compression environment using RPC 
mechanism and slepain wolf coding. Stage2 works to gets 
maximum likelihood compression of image. This type of 
compression technique provides as a quality compression. 
Stage3. Using compression image stage starts for 
transmission that’s why store the image.  It can takes less 
amount time for delivering the content in destination.  
Stage4. In Destination image find out local statistics about 
image in destination encryption image. Stage5. In each 
and every stage increases the energy levels. Those kinds 
of energy levels are virtual energy based results. Slowly 
increases the statistical performance value in destination 
value with feedback environment using stochastic process. 
Compare to all other stages virtual energy base stage is 
best stage. That is called as stage5. 

All stages are works properly and provides final 
optimal image as a compressed image. Different stages 
are works hierarchical manner and provide best results in 
destination point. This kind of analysis compression 
provides the best results compare to all other compression 
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techniques  in different fields like storage and quality.    
  

V. IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN: 
 
Now we introduce one new compressor that is called hard 
knee compressor representation. It can start the 
implementation threshold based compression environment. 
Threshold based compression results identified with 
progressive, resolution and compression techniques. We 
implement one new hard nee compressor algorithm. 
 

V.1 CLIENT SIDE WORKING PROCEDURE: 
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Fig1: Client Side Compression image 

Select one of the image as a input image for transmission 
purpose from client to server. First we discuss about client 
input image process with compressor. This compression 
image can store using semantic data storage. Semantic 
data storage process can communicate with web services. 
Web services using compression environment takes less 
amount of time for transmission of image in network. In 
semantic data storage implement one new processor that 
is called as hard nee compressor environment process. 
Compare to all compression techniques threshold based 
compression provides best results in implementation. 
Threshold based compression prediction possible using 
PCA. There is no large amount of data storage at a time in 
compression memory. After compression of data by data 
compression technique, this amount of data is ready to 
transfer from client to server. This same input data is ready 
to transfer and in destination. Destination users are 
expecting same kind of target results whatever client or 
source contains the image. 
 

V.II TRANSMISSION STAGE THROUGH 
CHANNELS:  

 
In network channels for transmission we need to require 
some kinds of frequency signals utilization. Using 

Frequency signals distribute the data efficiently in 
destination. Signals are trying tuning the compression data 
transmission equipment environment stage. Every 
frequency signal falling environment gain the results in 
destination point specification and specialization results. Is 
there any fair in transmission then it can allocates in 
another channel. Is there any hard problem in transmission 
then it can reallocate in to another channel efficiently. Total 
data transmits as a optimal solution. 
 

V.III RECEIVER SIDE DECOMPRESSION IMAGE: 
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Fig2: Receiver side original image without loss of pixels 
 
Till deliver the image in destination collect the pixels using 
virtual energy based results. In receiver side apply hard 
nee de-compressor. Semantic data results are reaches to 
destination for identification of final results. It can reaches 
to destination perfect threshold results. Receiver side user 
expects maximum threshold. Once reaches the maximum 
threshold it is original image. After reaches the image we 
are calculates the cost results specification process. 
 

Results and Discussion: 
 
Using semantic web provides the compression 
environment with less data storage. It can compression as 
meaningful data. It can utilize the transmission of content 
with less power utilization environment. It is very secure 
also. Under transmission it can transmits as meaningful 
data. Total data it can reach to destination point. Compare 
to all compression techniques provides 30% less amount 
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of data storage implementation. It can contains noisy ratio 
also very less. We find out destination results with less 
PSNR and BER. 

 
Fig 3: Comparison results with different kinds of 
techniques. 
 

CONCLUSION:      
 
We are discussing about different compression techniques 
and find out analysis results in destination. Now we 
introduces the new compression techniques with web 
services based compression process. It can show the 
better quality results and provides as a closely optimal 
image results in destination point. Threshold based 
progressive compression and resolution image provides 
good target results in destination. This is the high quality 
compression with less amount of energy and cost 
specification.  
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